
Spray painting a case

Some spray paints are very good quality and some bad, some will actually remove any existing spray paint or normal paint
from a surface, which can lead to a very messy looking case.

The spray paint I use, seems to be the only quality spray paint in the UK easily available, is Plasti-kote. Its primer spray is
regarded as one of the best ones, and certainly does the job well, rough your case with fine sandpaper first, then between
that slightly rough layer and the plastic primer paint, you will get good adhesion. Two coats is all you need.

Apply your coloured spray paint in even coats, quite a few coats will be needed. If you have any imperfections showing (eg
dust or hair making its way onto the case), gently sand the imperfections off, then apply another layer of spray paint. Even-
tually, you have a lovely looking surface.

At this stage, if you touch the case with anything but the lightest of touch, you will make an indent in the paint, or leave fin-
gerprints. It is wise at this stage to apply one single light coat of clear spray paint varnish to the case to make it easier to
handle. If you intend to add decals, eg waterslide decals to your case to mark out what button does what, what switch does
what, then you need ideally to apply the decals at this stage, so they adhere the best they can to the case surface. Once the
decals are on, then apply another two or preferably three fairly thick layers of clear varnish spray paint, to protect the paint
from general handling, bumps and scrapes. That should do the job.

In the pic are two types of clear varnish spray, one is a nice thin type spray and the other is a thicker varnish. The thicker
one (the Krystal Clear) gives a very attractive effect when dry, the Clear Super is a flat result instead.

Also in the range are metallic colour spray paint and magnetic colour spray paint sealer.



Here is the sort of result you get (before decals added):




